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 Lure of Curricular R
 AndIt PitfulHistor

 The faith of education
 reformers in curricular change
 remains unshaken, Mr. Cuban
 observes - despite ample
 evidence that this strategy
 has rarely produced the
 intended results.

 BY LARRY CUBAN

 T T-t HE MOST common strategy
 that reformers have used in
 this century to get students to
 know and do the right things
 is to change the curriculum.

 That popular strategy has largely failed.
 If this history of failure were to be known
 more widely, it might embarrass the pres
 ent generation of reformers who scale
 steep hills to plant the flag of curricu
 lum reform. It is humbling to realize how
 little each generation learns from the
 experience of its equally earnest fore
 bears about just how crude a tool curric
 ulum change is for transforming student
 knowledge and behavior. A few exam
 ples should make the point.

 In the first few decades of this cen
 tury, temperance advocates were success
 ful in lobbying state legislatures to in
 troduce mandatory public school courses
 on the evils of alcohol, tobacco, and other
 drugs. By midcentury, insurance com
 panies, automobile manufacturers, and
 activist citizens - worried about ris
 ing numbers of highway fatalities - had
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 formed statewide coalitions to introduce
 driver's education into the high school
 curriculum. To reduce the incidence of
 social diseases and to cultivate proper
 sexual behavior, reformers around the
 country convinced school officials to re
 quire instruction about the reproductive
 system and family life. More recently,
 AIDS has frightened school boards into
 requiring that every child in elementary
 school learn about this grim disease. The

 theory behind these efforts is that teach
 ing children about social problems and
 their solutions for a couple of hours a
 week will prevent them from engaging
 in destructive activities.'
 The failure of these strategies is clear

 ly reflected in young people's continued
 alcohol and drug abuse and unsafe sex
 ual practices. But what about statistics
 showing sharp reductions in smoking and
 deaths on the highway? Aren't they evi
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 dence of success? Hardly. Campaigns to
 reduce smoking began seriously in the
 late 1950s and escalated to include warn
 ing labels on cigarettes in 1964, bans
 on television and radio advertising, and
 a constant flow of health information
 linking lung cancer and heart disease to
 smoking. With regard to highway fatali
 ties, improved engineering of roadways,
 increased diligence on the part of auto

 makers in installing safety devices, and
 national campaigns to educate drivers
 about the lethal combination of alcohol
 and driving have all helped reduce high
 way deaths.

 In both of these cases, however, there
 is one age group in which the incidence
 of the targeted behavior remains at high
 rates: youths under 18 - the very peo
 ple who have most recently taken courses
 in driver's education and studied the ef
 fects of alcohol and tobacco abuse. Us
 ing the official curriculum to require the
 young to learn what to do and what not
 to do has largely failed to cure the social
 ills that prompted the curricular reforms.
 One could argue that these previous

 curricular reforms were forced on the
 schools by nonprofessionals, mere am
 ateur reformers who knew little about
 academic content or the complexities of
 schooling. Perhaps if academic experts
 had rolled up their sleeves, the outcomes
 would have been different. Consider,
 then, the 1950s and 1960s, when a fed
 erally and privately funded revolution
 was launched by subject-matter special
 ists to change what students studied in

 math, science, and social studies.
 Aiming for more rigor and understand

 ing of content, these researchers and cur
 riculum designers also sought to get stu
 dents to think like scientists and mathe
 maticians. For well over a decade, new
 texts were written and published, and
 teachers attended summer institutes to
 learn the new content and approaches
 to teaching. When researchers examined
 courses and the ways texts were used in
 classrooms a decade after the introduc
 tion of the new math, the new biology,
 the new physics, and the new social
 studies, what they found was a tiny frac
 tion of teachers hewing fairly closely
 to what was intended by the specialists.

 Most teachers, however, used the new
 texts in familiar ways that predated the
 "new"~ materials.2

 In the 1980s, reformers fueled a na

 tional movement to make American
 schools more productive and the Amer
 ican economy more competitive global
 ly. The idea was to put structural steel
 into a spineless academic curriculum by
 raising graduation requirements, assign
 ing more homework, and toughening at
 tendance rules for students in elementary
 and secondary schools. It was a stunning
 political achievement to have virtually
 all the states add more content and even
 revise what students had to study.

 Yet no body of evidence demonstrates
 to the satisfaction of anyone - except
 true believers - that the last decade of
 curricular additions have made America's
 economy either more productive or more
 competitive. Of course, there are research
 studies that do show that students in the
 1980s took more academic courses in
 high school, and the scores on some na
 tional tests have risen, especially for mi
 nority groups.3

 So what? Do today's graduates do bet
 ter work in college or in the workplace?
 Has the productivity of new workers -
 one of the aims of compelling more stu
 dents to take academic subjects - risen
 in the 1980s? Do these graduates vote
 in higher numbers or involve themselves

 more frequently in community activities?
 According to academics and skeptical re
 formers who prod schools to do a better
 job, the results are either ambiguous or
 unavailable.

 None of this pitiful history of curricu
 lar reform seems to matter in the 1990s,

 when national goals, standards, and tests
 are rushing forward like an 18-wheeler
 careering down a steep grade. Profession
 al associations of researchers and of math,
 science, social studies, and English teach
 ers have enlisted in the national effort to
 produce prototypes of curricular standards
 and assessments. And a new generation
 of reformers is convinced that national
 curricular standards - and tests aligned
 to those standards - will finally make

 American schools productive and the larg
 er economy competitive in global mar
 kets. Once again we have a curricular
 experiment foisted on the public schools
 that is anchored in flawed assumptions
 about the connection between schools and
 economic productivity and about the power
 of curricular change to transform teach
 er behavior and student learning.4

 In the light of so many well-financed
 and politically powerful previous efforts

 to alter students' behavior and knowl
 edge by altering subject matter, we must
 ask, Will the current broadly based effort
 make the U.S. first in the world in sci
 ence and math by the year 2000? Doubt
 ful. Will it equip the U.S. with a more
 productive work force? Hardly. Why,
 then, do reformers continue to fantasize
 about the effects of changing the official
 curriculum?

 By now one answer should be evident.
 The process of defining the official school
 curriculum is one of the few public en
 deavors left that allow groups in a demo
 cratic society, continually pulled this way
 and that by highly prized but competing
 values, to debate what they want for the
 next generation. To change the curricu
 lum is to fiddle with important values in

 American culture.
 Historically, curricular reform has been

 a battlefield of ideologies and symbols.
 What reformers want the schools to teach
 is symbolic of what they want the next
 generation to know. The Pledge of Alle
 giance and school prayer are among the
 more obvious symbols of what many
 Americans want in their schools. Vola
 tile debates over such issues as college
 courses in Western civilization, multicul
 tural textbooks, and the teaching of ab
 stinence in sex education and of creation
 ism in science classes are just recent ex
 amples of high-octane symbols that mask
 the deeply held values of partisans who
 zealously seek to influence the content of
 the formal curriculum. And the struggle
 has high stakes: books get banned; su
 perintendents get fired. Hence, changing
 the official curriculum is the bright brass
 ring luring reformers. Such issues fire
 passions, grab headlines, and lead off the
 evening news.

 But once the brass ring has been tak
 en, the headlines read, and the news seen,
 not much seems to happen in schools and
 classrooms. Why? Because the official
 curriculum is only one of four curricula
 in schools, and for students it may be the
 least influential.

 MULTIPLE CURRICULA

 The official curriculum is what state
 and district officials set forth in curricu
 lar frameworks and courses of study.
 They expect teachers to teach it; they as
 sume that students will learn it. These
 official curricula increasingly are aligned
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 The content of
 the learned cur
 riculum differs

 from that of both
 the official and the
 taught curriculum.

 with state-approved textbooks that teach
 ers are directed to use and state-mandated
 tests that teachers must administer. It is
 this curriculum that reformers have re
 peatedly tried to change.

 But teachers, working alone in their
 classrooms, choose what to teach and
 how to present it. Their choices derive
 from their knowledge of the subjects they
 teach, from their experiences in teaching
 the content, from their affection or dis
 taste for topics, and from their attitudes
 toward the students they face each day.
 In fact, researchers continually find that
 teachers in the same building teach dif
 ferent versions of the same course; the
 taught curriculum differs from the of
 ficial curriculum. Thus the official cur
 riculum and what teachers teach may
 overlap in certain key areas, and the same
 texts may be used. But the actual subject

 matter teachers focus on and the meth
 ods they use can differ substantially from
 what is contained in the official curricu
 lum.5
 The taught curriculum also overlaps

 with, but differs significantly from, the
 learned curriculum. Results of paper
 and-pencil tests certainly capture a por
 tion of what students learn in a class.

 But in addition to learning the kinds of
 skills that can be reflected by test scores,
 students learn to recite, review material,
 locate sources, seek help, avoid teach
 ers' intrusiveness, and act attentive. In
 evitably, much of the informal learning
 that occurs among students goes far be
 yond what teachers intend. Collateral
 learnings, in John Dewey's phrase, also
 occur when children pick up ideas from
 classmates, copy their teachers' habits
 and tics, imitate teachers' humor or sar
 casm, or strive to be as autocratic or
 democratic as those adults are. So the
 content of the learned curriculum differs
 from the content of both the official and
 the taught curricula.
 Moreover, what students learn does

 not exactly match what is in the tested
 curriculum. Classroom, school, district,
 state, and national tests - often using

 multiple-choice and other short-answer
 items - do, indeed, capture some of the
 official and taught curricula. For exam
 ple, many teachers take district and state
 tests into consideration when they plan
 their lessons. To the degree that teachers
 attend to such tests, portions of the offi
 cial, taught, and tested curricula merge.
 But what is tested is but a limited part
 of what is intended by policy makers,
 taught by teachers, and learned by stu
 dents. Since so many of these tests seek
 to sort high-achieving students from their
 lower-achieving peers, the information,
 ideas, and skills sought on these tests rep
 resent a fairly narrow band of knowl
 edge.

 Thus there are four curricula, not one
 curriculum. Most policy makers engaged
 in curricular reform since the turn of the
 century assumed that the official, taught,
 learned, and tested curricula were one
 and the same. By the 1970s, however, it
 was clear that the official and taught cur
 ricula differed. In the 1980s and 1990s
 there is far more attention paid to the of
 ficial and tested curricula than to the
 curriculum that teachers teach after they
 close their classroom doors.

 In the 1980s reformers latched on to
 state and national testing as potent tools
 to convince teachers and students to stick
 to the official curriculum, particularly if
 the stakes attached to these tests were
 ratcheted upward. Thus there is a great
 deal of policy talk in the l990s about us
 ing test results as a consideration in hir
 ing high school graduates or as a basis

 for allocating funds to schools and staffs.
 Policy makers fiddle with the official
 and tested curricula because these are all
 they can really influence, and many poli
 cy makers believe that teachers and stu
 dents will simply fall into line.

 Such thinking is a harmful fantasy.
 Concentrating on the official and tested
 curricula diverts attention from far more
 pressing policy issues. Heated policy
 debates over a national curriculum or
 the content of a multicultural textbook
 shift the public spotlight away from more
 serious, long-term issues within public
 schooling, such as the inequitable allo
 cation of funds and the inability to close
 major gaps in achievement between mid
 dle- and upper-income whites and low
 income minorities. The struggles over de
 voting more space in textbooks to the con
 tributions of African Americans, Hispan
 ics, Native Americans, and other groups
 that have been treated poorly in the past
 are certainly important. Such struggles
 seek to eliminate distortions from the of
 ficial curriculum and to offer public dis
 plays of respect for minorities. Still, when
 such struggles dominate reform agendas,
 they divert public attention from troubling
 fundamental inequities in school finance
 and student performance.
 Worse still, curricular reformers ig

 nore the power of pedagogy. They be
 lieve that content is more important than
 teaching. They are wrong. At the heart
 of schooling is the personal relationship
 between teacher and students that devel
 ops over matters of content. Of course,
 Jaime Escalante taught math, but it was
 his belief in his students and the power
 of his personality harnessed to a way of
 teaching that inspired his students in Los

 Angeles' Garfield High School to work
 hard at calculus. Ask parents why their
 children work their hearts out for a foot
 ball coach, band instructor, or science
 teacher. They will point to the personal
 connection that these teachers have with
 their students and to the way these bonds
 permeate daily teaching.

 Researchers have known for years that
 three teachers teaching 1 lth-grade Eng
 lish in the same school from the same
 textbook will have three different class
 es. Variation in what is taught comes
 from the differences in teachers' person
 al traits, from their beliefs about how
 English ought to be taught, from their at
 titudes toward students, from their teach
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 ing skills, from their knowledge of sub
 ject matter, and from their experiences.
 To cite just one case, compare the biolo
 gy taught to college-bound students and
 the same subject taught to students who
 are labeled "at-risk" or who speak Eng
 lish as their second language.6

 So pedagogy, the art and science of
 teaching, is crucial to what students learn.

 How we teach becomes what we teach.
 If a sixth-grade teacher calls only on the
 brightest, most verbal students in the
 class and snipes at student answers that
 call into question what the teacher said,
 those sixth-graders learn something about
 fairness, close-mindedness, and the mor
 al character of their teacher. Yet peda
 gogy and teachers' personal qualities have
 been largely ignored by curricular re
 formers in their unrelenting focus on sub
 ject matter.

 WHAT CAN BE DONE?

 Two main strategies suggest themselves.
 First, tenured academics and practition
 ers alike have an obligation to students
 and the public to state in a convincing
 manner that there are four curricula, not
 one, and that the one curriculum that
 really counts is the one used by teachers
 in classrooms. Furthermore, parents and
 taxpayers need to know that any content
 - no matter how important symbolically
 - is worthless in a classroom unless
 there are strong relationships between
 teacher and students as well as appropri
 ate teaching practices.

 This message is well-known to any
 one who has taught in schools; yet it is
 overwhelmed by all the policy talk about
 the official curriculum that dominates the

 media. We need to counter the harmful
 fantasy that reforming the official cur
 riculum will change what students learn
 by launching an information campaign
 through journal articles, op-ed columns,
 radio interviews, letters to editors, and
 other tools that will convey the power of
 the taught curriculum and the wisdom of
 fusing pedagogy with content.

 Second, we must work to integrate cur
 ricular reform with efforts to build the
 capacity of teachers to create, use, and
 choose their own materials. To connect
 the official curriculum to the taught, test
 ed, and learned curricula, policy makers
 need to give schools the flexibility and
 the resources to create their own means

 of integrating the four curricula. There
 are scattered projects across the nation
 that already fuse curriculum and instruc
 tion, such as Theodore Sizer's Coalition
 of Essential Schools, Henry Levin's Ac
 celerated Schools, Robert Slavin's Suc
 cess for All, the Key School in Indian
 apolis, and scores of other programs that
 seldom get profiled. Such ventures need
 to be nourished and spread.

 I doubt whether such small-scale ef
 forts will dispel the fantasy that continues
 to beguile mainstream policy makers in

 Washington and in the state capitals, but
 there is very little debate today that even
 challenges the conventional wisdom on
 curricular reform, despite its sorry rec
 ord.

 1. For a historical treatment of state-mandated cur

 ricular changes that were designed to change stu
 dent behavior, see David Tyack, Thomas James,
 and Aaron Benavot, Law and the Shaping of Pub
 lic Education, 1785-1954 (Madison: University of

 Wisconsin Press, 1987), chap. 6. For drug educa
 tion, see Joseph Berger, "Judgment Replaces Fear
 in Drug Lessons," New York Times, 30 October
 1989, pp. A-l, A-8; and Adolescent Drug Use

 Prevention: Common Features of Promising Com
 munity Programs (Washington, D.C.: General Ac
 counting Office, 1992). For sex education, see "Kids
 and Contraceptives," Newsweek, 16 February 1987,
 pp. 54-65; and "Sex Education in Classrooms Found
 to Bring Few Changes," New York Times, 16 March
 1989, p. A-8. This last article reports research by
 James Stout and Frederick Rivara, who examined
 the behavioral effects found in five studies of jun
 ior and senior high school programs of sex educa
 tion conducted between 1980 and 1987.

 2. Wayne Welch, "Twenty Years of Science Cur
 riculum Development: A Look Back," in David Ber
 liner, ed., Review of Research in Education, Vol.

 7 (Washington, D.C.: American Educational Re
 search Association, 1979), pp. 282-306; and J. My
 ron Atkin and Ernest House, "The Federal Role in
 Curriculum Development, 1950-1980," Educational
 Evaluation and Policy Analysis, vol. 3, 1981, pp.
 5-36.
 3. Michael Kirst, "The Crash of the First Wave,"
 in Samuel Bacharach, ed., Education Reform (Bos
 ton: Allyn and Bacon, 1990), pp. 20-29; Gerald W.
 Bracey, "The Second Bracey Report on the Condi
 tion of Public Education," Phi Delta Kappan, Oc
 tober 1992, pp. 104-17; and David C. Berliner,
 "Mythology and the American System of Educa
 tion," Phi Delta Kappan, April 1993, pp. 632-40.
 4. For a concise review of national efforts at cur
 riculum reform, see Anne C. Lewis, "Getting Un
 stuck: Curriculum as a Tool of Reform," Phi Del
 ta Kappan, March 1990, pp. 534-38. For flawed
 assumptions about connections between educational
 and economic productivity, see Anthony Carnevale,
 America and the New Economy (San Francisco:
 Jossey-Bass, 1991), pp. 38-42; Larry Cuban, "Cor
 porate Myths of Reforming Public Schools," Phi
 Delta Kappan, October 1992, pp. 157-59; and Syl
 via Nasar, "Higher Worker Productivity Is Good
 Sign for the Economy," New York Times, 27
 November 1992, p. A-l.
 5. Many writers have used the idea of multiple cur
 ricula. Philip Jackson describes and analyzes the
 various definitions that have been used; see The
 Handbook of Research on Curriculum (New York:
 Macmillan, 1990), pp. 3-40. See also Allan Glatt
 horn, Curriculum Leadership (Glenview, HI.: Scott,
 Foresman, 1987).
 6. Jeannie Oakes, Keeping Track (New Haven,
 Conn.: Yale University Press, 1985); Reba Page,
 Lower Track Classrooms (New York: Teachers Col
 lege Press, 1991); Rebecca Hawthorne, Curricu
 lum in the Making: Teacher Choice and the Class
 room Experience (New York: Teachers College
 Press, 1992); Beverly Carter, "The Limits of Con
 trol: Case Studies of High School Science Teachers'
 Responses to State Curriculum Reform, 1981-1987"
 (Doctoral dissertation, Stanford University, 1990);
 and Jane Kon, 'The Thud at the Classroom Door:
 Teachers' Curriculum Gatekeeping in Response to
 a New Textbook" (Doctoral dissertation, Stanford
 University, 1993). IB
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